The Palo Alto Networks Traps 6.1: Cloud Service Operations (EDU-290) course is a two-day instructor-led training that will help you:

- Become familiar with exploits, malware-driven attacks, and Traps protection techniques
- Learn how to activate, configure and manage Traps management service on the hub
- Learn how to install Traps agent onto endpoints
- Gain experience with handling security events and troubleshooting

### Course Modules

1. Traps Overview
2. Working with Cortex Apps
3. Traps Management Service
4. Traps Malware Protection
5. Traps Exploit Protection
6. Managing Security Events
7. Traps Troubleshooting
8. Agent-Server Communications
9. Cortex Infrastructure Services
10. Advanced Operations

### Scope

- **Level:** Intermediate
- **Duration:** 2 days
- **Format:** Lecture and hands-on labs on Windows and Linux systems

### Objectives

This course explains how Traps protects against exploits and malware-driven attacks. Hands-on lab exercises help participants provision and then explore and configure the cloud-based Traps management service, install the Traps agent onto Windows and Linux endpoints, build policy rules and profiles, and manage security events and logs creations exceptions and/or Traps management service-provided central response actions including the new Live Terminal capability.

### Target Audience

Endpoint security engineers, system administrators, and technical support engineers

### Prerequisites

Participants must have familiarity with enterprise security concepts.

### Palo Alto Networks Education

The technical curriculum developed and authorized by Palo Alto Networks and delivered by Palo Alto Networks Authorized Training Partners helps provide the knowledge and expertise that prepare you to protect our digital way of life. Our trusted certifications validate your knowledge of the Palo Alto Networks Security Operating Platform and your ability to help prevent successful cyberattacks and safely enable applications.